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PER CURIAM:*

Zackary Uylesses Johnson appeals the sentence imposed after his guilty-plea

conviction for possessing a controlled substance (cocaine base or crack cocaine) with

intent to distribute, in violation of 21 U.S.C. § 841(a).

Johnson contends that the district court committed clear error in its determination,

for sentencing purposes, of the amount of cocaine base involved.  It is his position that

the court improperly included unseized amounts of cocaine base that, according to the

PSR, an undercover officer purportedly “felt” and concluded amounted to four ounces
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of the contraband.

Johnson errs.  There is no such statement in the PSR, nor is there any statement

from which this reasonably might be inferred.  Rather, the PSR informs that Johnson told

the undercover officer that he had “four ounces” of crack to sell.

In sentencing, the district court is to approximate the quantity of drugs not seized.

 That determination is a factual finding which we review for clear error.1  This factual call

need be supported only by a preponderance of the evidence.2  The district court took the

four ounces of which Johnson spoke and reduced them, using a formula reflecting the

actual amount compared to Johnson’s earlier exaggeration of transactions he made of

“one ounce” and “¼ ounce.”3  This reduction manifestly was in Johnson’s favor.  In this

approximation we perceive neither clear error nor error.4

Johnson’s sentence is AFFIRMED.


